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INTRODUCTION 
The following study is an attempt to compare the 
effectiveness of teaching reading vocabtilary in isolation 
or in·phrases in middle grade one. 
Most manuals advocate presenting a new word in a phrase. 
In Mattola's 1 study it was shown that teaching words in 
isolation in beginning reading was superior. In Austin's 2 
study it was found that teaching words in phrases was more 
efficient at the beginning second grade level. 
The purpose of this study is to compare the two methods 
of acquiring sight vocabulary in middle grade one. 
The evaluation will be based on: 
a. intelligence 
b. reading achievement 
c. sex differences. 
1 Mattola, Margaret D. "Teaching a New Word in Isolation 
versus Teaching a New Word in a Phrase in the 
First Q.'rade. n Boston University, Unpublished 
Ed. M. Thesis, 1947. 
2 Austin, .Anna B. 11 A Comparison of the Effectiveness: of 
Two Methods of Teac·hing Reading Vocabulary in 
Grade Two. 11 Boston University, Unpublished Ed. M. 
Thesis, 1950. 
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CHAPTER I 
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH AND REL.A TED LITERATURE 
Patterson1 remarked in discussing the word method that, 
Indeed as far back as the seventeenth century, 
John Comenius, the great educational reformer, 
and others in France and elsewhere at various 
times have been numbered among its adherents. 
Not until late in the nineteenth century, how-
ever, did the principles of this method find 
distinct favor in the United States. Although, 
like the word method, the sentence method has 
been more or less in the pedagogic air since the 
time of Comenius, it did not develop renewed 
vigor until practically the close of the last 
century. 
While reporting the history of reading Stor.m2 and 
Smith stated that, 
The reforms that followed the criticism of 
Horace Mann led to the abandonment of the ABC 
method in favor of the word method which most 
progressive schools had adopted by 1880. The 
next important step in instruction in reading 
was the teaching of phrases and simple sentences 
instead of words. The sentence method did not 
come into general use until 1885. 
1 paterson, Samuel White. Teaching the Child to Read. 
New York: Doubleday, Do~an and Co." !nc.; 
1930. p.36-40. 
2 Storm, Grace E. and Smith, Nila B. Reading Activities 
in the Primary Grades. Boston: Ginn and Co., 
1930. p.6-7. 
1 
Buswell1 found that, 
The introduction of strange or difficult 
words produces a marked effect upon the character 
o:f the eye-movement.~; and conversely, when these 
characteristic forms of eye behavior are observed 
in a record, one feels justified in assuming 
that some difficulty in word recognition has 
occurred. It is further found that increasing the 
difficulty of a selection tends to increase the 
number ~nd duration of eye fixation. 
Buswell2 discovered in a group of twelve children from 
the University laboratory school that, 
The five who could.not read had correct 
attitude toward reading, but that sooner or 
later the eye movement habits and word recog-
nition elements must be developed. 
However, according to Germane 3 and Germane 
Until recently educators have accepted the 
theory that the word unit method is the natural 
and most economical way of teaching reading to 
beginners. They declared that because the child 
comes to school with a word vocabulary he con-
sequently thinks in words, and they insisted that 
his field of perception is very limited .•••.•.•• 
The word method, if abused, is also detrimental 
to speed and comprehension. 
The reading exercises of the primary grades 
should be such as to enlarge the pupil's per-
ceptual span ••••••• Phrase-flashing exercises 
should be frequent in order to offset the 
danger of the pupil's seeing and reading only one 
word at a glance. 
1 Buswell~ Guy T. An Experimental Study of the Eye-Voice 
Span in Reading. Supplementary Educational 
Monograplis No. 17. Chicago: University of 
Chicago, 1920. p.3-7. 
2 Ibid p.103-105. 
3 Germane, Charles E., and Germane, Edith G. Silent Reading 
New York: Row Peterson and Co., 1922. p.I00-106.· 
2 
In developing right eye movements in lower grades 
Pennell1 and Cusack suggested, 
Beginning reading should proceed from a 
sentence or group of sentences to the phrase, 
then the word, and finally the phonetic elements. 
New and difficult words taken in the phrases or 
sentences in which they occur should be developed 
before silent reading is attempted. Drill on 
words should be in context, not in isolation, in 
order that: 
a. Meaning may help fix the form of the 
word. 
b. The habit of taking in as much as 
possible at a single glance be not 
weakened. 
Phrases and short sentences can be recognized 
as quickly as a single word. 
In 1928 Smi th2 wrote, :,, 
Reading is a perceptual process consisting of 
the recognition and interpretation of symbols. 
APplied to beginning reading then, one of the 
basic elements in gaining a percept of a new word 
is that of obtaining a clear cut visual impression 
of this particular word as being distinctive from 
other words. We must learn to discriminate be-
tween this word and all other words in order that 
we may recognize it as being the same word every 
time that we see it in the fUture. 
3 Patterson asserted that, 
The significant difference between the word 
method and the sentence method lay in the deeper 
realization on the part of the sentence-unit 
1 pennell, Mary E., e.nd Cusack, Alice M. How to Teach 
Reading. Cambridge: The Riverside Press, 
1924. p.51-55. 
2 Smith, Nila Banton. 11 Matching Ability As A Factor in 
First Grade Reading. n Journal ·of Educational 
Psychology 19:560-571; November 1928. ------
3 Patterson, Samuel White. Teaching the Child to Read. 
New York: Doubleday, Doran and Co., Inc., 
1930. p.37-39. 
3 
--
advocates or the fundamental purpose of reading, 
namely, to get thought from a printed page. 
Too often it has been found that grasping the 
thought of a larger language unit, such as the 
sentence, the child has developed a slipshod 
attitude toward the worth of the individual 
word. 
Althoug~ Book1 did not specifically state which method 
he lilced, he re-commended a threefold end to be achieved by 
learners: 
1 • .Acquire the ability to perceive accurately 
and readily the true meaning of·any words. 
2. -Acquiring the ability t·o comprehend and 
interpret the thoughts so obtained in the light 
of his own knowledge arid experiences. 
3 • .Acquiring this information in such a way 
that it may be recalled arid used in solution of 
his own personal problems. 
2 Gates stated that, 11 the adjustment of the vocabulary 
burden and of the difficulty of reading .materials to a 
pupil's capacity is of profound importance. 11 
Gates 3 studies showed that, 
When the child encountered the word in regular 
reading context the equipment essential to reading 
was better acquired than when be met them half 
in reading and half in isolated word study ex-
ercises. Let the pupil acquire his reading · 
vocabulary in the process of natural reading for 
thought. 
l Book, William F. nAnalysis of the Task of Learning to Read.n 
Journal of Educational Research 21:1-6; January 1930. 
2 Gates, Arthur I. Interest and Ability in Reading. 
New York: Macmillan Co., 1930. p.9. 
3 Ibid p.l9p-l98. 
·.. "'~· <, '· ~ 
4 
He goes onto say that like all rules it can be worked 
to death. A'ebild may be given a few isolated words at 
first .. 
:r Also in 1930, .Book' believed that, 
Words and phrases used to express ideas must be 
such that the learners will be able to attach 
vivid personal experiences to them quickly ......... . 
Word method of teaching is a very sure and 
economical way of acquiring an initial supply 
of familiar words. A whole phrase may be re-
cogni~ed by a learner as readily as a word and 
correct meaning .linked to these larger units. 
Nearly 400 children were tested by reading oral words 
2 presented individually to the child by Donnelly. From 
these tests she concluded that, n.A childts comprehension 
and rate in reading in the first grade are determined 
largely by his skill in accurate word recognition.n 
crates and Russell3obtained data from 354 pupils. They 
believed that, 
If the pupil first learns a group of new 
words in a body of interesting work-type and 
story materials and is then provided with many 
pages of interesting, new reading content con-
taining no additional words, it would seem that 
he would read with greater freedom, interest, 
and understanding, and would secure better 
practice in the art of reading. 
1 Book, William F. ttvarious Methods of Mastering New words 
While Learning to Read.rr Journal of Educational 
Research 21:81-94; February 1930. 
2 Donnelly, Helen E. 11 The Growth of Word Recognition Skills 
in Grade one. 11 Education 56:40-43; September 1935. 
3 Gates, Arthur I., Russell, David H. 11 Types of Materials, 
Vocabulary Burden, Word .Analysis, and Other Factors.n 
Elementary School Journal 39:27-35; September 1938. 
5 
Durrell1 suggested, 
Prompt word recognition is essential for 
smooth phrase reading:· ·rf long stops are re-· 
qu:i:red in order to recogniz.e or analyze words, 
the flow of thought ma·y be interrupted and 
memory of the content reduced. Recognition 
must be immediate to avoid extra eye movements. 
2 . Durrell also wrote, 
successful·reading demands instantaneous 
r~cognition of a large· proportion of· words. 
If a child :rmist vi~w each word separately or 
if. he recognizes it slowly, good phrase 
reading is impossible • 
. , . 3 
:saranyaJ. thought that, 
.. 
we have phrases kept in our memory and by 
seeing the first word of them i-n pririt we 
remember the rest of them so that the reading 
of the whole phrase is not even necessary. 
4 Boney and Lynch studied the_growth o~ 108 children to 
find out their attainments during a three year period; 
They observed, 
A high relationship between growth in 
reading and abilit~ to retain words and interest 
in reading;· 'The former is much.higher than the 
latter.· •••••• Growth in beginning reading is. by 
way of.capacity areas. ·Slow children remain in 
a low capacity area for a considerable length 
of time regardless of methods and materials used. 
1 Durrell, Donald D. Improvement of· Basic 'Reading Abilities. 
New York: World Book Co., 1940. p.152. 
2 Ibid p.289. 
3 Barauyai, Erzsebet !. "Relation of c·ompreheusioh to -
Technique· in Reading. n PedagogiCal Seminary 
and Journal of"Genetic Psycnology bY!S-26; 
Septemoer 1941. 
4 Boney', C. DeWitt, an·d Lynch, .. Julia E: trA Study of Reading 
Growths in ·the- Primary ·Grades; n Elementary English 
Review 19:115-121; April 1942. 
Sachs 1 contended that~ 
If a student cannot guess the meaning of 
a word from a variety of contexts he may keep 
on meeting that word dozens, and perhaps even 
hundreds, of times and still remain ignorant 
of its meaning. 
Having a light vocabulary load is one of the most 
important aspect of reading. Hildreth2 cited many advantages 
including, 11 Children show almost perfect mastery of what 
they have attempted to learn. rt 
3 
stone replied, 
Provision must also be made for enrichment 
of the reading program and for expansion of the 
vocabulary level by level. Although an abundance 
of easy material with a low voca~ulary facilitates 
fluency and the mastery of a small sight vocabu-
lary, the mere reading of a large amount of· 
such material does not provide the experiences 
and the training required for developing_indepen-
dence in word recognition. 
4 In 1944, Russell secured questionnaire returns from 
125 public-school teachers and officers in reading methods 
concerning different aspects of current primary reading 
programs. 
1 Sachs, H. J. 11 The Reading Method of Acquiring Vocabulary. 11 
Journal of Educational Research 36:457-464; 
February 1945. · 
2 Hildreth, Gertrude. uAll in Favor of a Low Vocabulary. 11 
Elementary School Journal 43:462-470; April 1943. 
3 Stone, Clarence R. 11 A Reply to 1 All In Fa v.or' of a Low 
Vocabulary.rr Elementary School Jo~rnal 44:41-44; 
September 1943. 
4 Russell, David H. nopinions of Experts About Primary 
Grade Basic Reading Programs. 11 Elementary School 
Journal 44:602-609; June 1944. ----· ---- ---~ 
7 
He reported, 
Fifty-two per cent favor a combination method 
iUvol ving sentence, word and phonics appr-oach. 
This method, together with the responses favoring 
a sentence method of teaching,.· however, makes up 
eighty-nine per cent of the general replies. 
In regard to teaching methods there is-less agree-
ment than in 'the other· four main sections of the 
questiohaire. However, the· group tends to favor 
either the combination or-the-sentence method-of 
teaching, some form or phcn-iH~s instruction,· and a 
variety of methods for motivating reading activities .• 
. - . 
1 ~eavell an? Mar(}~ ma?e a._ ~tt1d:V _?f -~h€3_ read~t;tg recog-
nition vocabu~ary test as a diagnostic instrument. They 
reported that, 
There are those who feel that vocabulary lists 
direct teachers of reading toward·an unnatural 
break-down of material used. They indicate that 
to deal With jords iti isolation is contrary to a 
proper emphasis on reading for meaning. ·The · 
writers are wholly in·sympathy witn'the'view that 
meaning is the heart of the matter ••...•• However,_ 
some individual words are the oasis of meaning; 
vocabulary lists are important. 
2 Burkart made a thorough survey of educational and 
psychological literature for the purpose of o?taining a 
list of all skills and abilities which reading specialists 
believed to be involved in the reading process. She found 
that observation abilities were considered the most important 
1 Leavell, Ullin w., and Marcum, 'Dixie M. nReading 
Recognition Vocabulary Test as Diagnostic Instru-
ment." Peabody Journal of Education 22:157-169; 
November 1944. 
2 Burkart, Kathryn H. "An-Analysis of Reading A.bilities.ff 
Journ·al-of Educational Research 38:430-439; 
February 1945. 
8 
With aesthetic, vocabulary, ~esearch, and oral reading 
abilities all a close second. Educators ranked the ability 
~ to acquire an increased vocabulary fifth. 
The ability to understand words is an important element 
in reading. 
Hovious 1 was examining a boy who could read books on 
herpetology, but was not able to read history intelligently. 
Hhe questioned the boy to find out how he could read such 
difficult books and still could not read history. The boy's 
answer was, 
·Yes; ·out ·don't you see, that book'1 s about 
snakes ••••• got a garage· full of· 1 e1n." at home. 
Naturally I understand about snakes. I know 
what the words mean. 
2 Hoover declared that, 11 0ne of the most serious causes 
of poor reading is faulty comprehension which comes about 
as a. result of difficulties with word recognition." 
Baker3 made an ~nalysis of difficulties and found that, 
nDifficulty occurring most frequently is confusion of word 
forms and t4e confusions most frequent in words which are 
regarded as basic." 
1 Hovious, Carol. nwhat Words Mean ~tt The Clearing House 
19:403-407; March 1945. 
2 Hoover, Floyd w. 11 0ne Cause of Poor Reading and Its 
Remedy. 11 'Elementary School Journal 45:520-521; 
May 1945. 
3 Baker, Norma. nconfusion in Word ·Recognition. tr Eler~~ntary 
School Journal 45:575-577; June 1945. 
9 
,~.·-
s·he stated that, 
Teaching words is by no means the way to teach 
reading. Reading is an emotional and-a reacting 
process and should be a meaningful activity 
associated with many other enterprises. 
1 Gates wrote that, 
- --
In teaching and in remedial instruction, the 
importance of developing ability to" re'cogriize' 
isolated phrases of two or· more words- at a glance-
and to read eotmecited materia·l-by phrases 'thought 
units' with·a sih~le fixation of each unit is 
_ wide~y recognized. 
However, 
If the ·pupil's-word recognition is sti~ll slow 
and inaccurate; further-guidance in word perception 
itself should probably precede pres·su:be to read 
inore_ tban otie word at a time·, whereas, if word 
perception is well advanced and there-is-little 
evidence of growth of skill in perceiving phrases, 
instruction should be directed toward the latter 
ability. 
Gates 2 remarked that, 
-- During the beginning ·reading period the child 1 s 
reading is word by word; After about five -
six months of reading instruction the child will'-
have acquired a considerable reading vocabulary ..• 
achieved·much greater ability'to use context -
clue, .•••• gl."eater aoility to organize" the thought 
of the passage read. He is still a word by word 
reader. 
l Gates, Arthur I. and Cason, Eloise B. 11 An Evaluation of-
Tests for Diagnosis of Ability to Read by Phrases 
or 1Thought Units 1 • rr Elementary School Journal 
46:23-32; Septembel"' l"£l45. -
2 Gates, Arthur I. The.Improvefuent of Reading. New York: 
Macmillan Go., 1947. p. 32, 268. 
10 
After giving many ideas on how to introduce a new wor~ 
in context he suggested that, 11 study o:f isolated words tenrls 
to overemphasize the form or appearance of the word and to 
neglect its meaning. n 
Although it is co~on practic~ to use the sight method 
exclusively in helping the child to build his initial sight 
1 
vocabulary, McKee believed that, 
It is unwise for a·ny ·first grade teacher to · 
follow· this plan in teacl'iing-thefirst seventy..; 
:five or more ·words.~ It- is recortnnended strongly 
that the teaching of certain· phol:J."etic elements· 
be started Iorig oeT()re- 8.11" 6f ·tuose seventy..;five 
words nave been introduced •• ~.~ ;thls will" enable 
the pupil to c·lii:ich ·more quickly the words taught 
by the sight method. 
. 2 Harr2s believed that, 
Children can learn to fedognize a whole-word 
about. as quicl{3.:y. as they can learn to recognize· 
a single letter .• ~The word method makes itpossible 
for a child to develop a reading vocabulary of 
sight words in a relati veTy short· tiine ••.•• does 
not give the pupil any means o:f attacking new· 
words indepenc'lently ._ The word method· is then, a 
good method when combined with othe·r procedures, 
but may lead to serious difficulties if used 
alone. 
1 McKee, Paul. T.he Teaching of Reading in the'Elementary 
School. Boston: Hougfiton Mifflin Co.~ 1948. 
p.l89-281~233-234. 
2 Harris, Albert J. How T·o Increase Reading· Ability; 
New York: __ Longmans, Green and Co., 1950.p.68-70. 
11 
obviously, there has been, and still is much difference 
of opinion upon the question of whether words in isolation 
are a more effective method of teaching than w<,?rds in phrases;. 
. 1 
Mattola compared the.effectiveness of ~eaching new 
words in isolation or in phrases in beginning firs't grade. 
I 
She found that, 11 The words in isolation were superior to 
words in phrases in all instances. 11 
The study ?~gan on the first day of school and continued 
for thirty ~a~~· It evalua~ed.the t~o methods as they affect 
1. speed of acquiring a sight vo?abulary 
2. children of different intelligence levels and 
3. sex differences. 
t . 2 . Aus ln made a similar s~udy on the beginning second 
grade level •. She found that, ttthose who received high 
scores, indicatin~ second grade reading level usually scored 
higher in phrases, where there was any significant difference 
at all. 11 
The evidence from this research points to the fact that 
further experimentation on this topic on the middle grade 
one level is needed. 
1 Mattola, M. D; nTeachihg a New Word in Isolation Versus 
Teaching a New Word in·a Phrase ih the First 
Grade. n Unj:mblis hed Ed. M. Thesis, Boston 
University, 1947. 
. . . 
2 Austin, A. B. 11 A Comparison of the Effectiveness of Two 
Metnods of Teaching Reading Vocabulary in Grade 
Two. 11 Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University, 
1950. 
12 
Therefore, the following study is an attempt to compare 
the effectiveness of teaching a new word in isolation or in 
a phrase at the middle grade one level. 
13 
CHAPTER II 
PLl~.N OF THE STUDY 
This study was an effort to compare the effectiveness 
of teaching reading vocabulary in isolation or in phrases 
at the middle of grade one. 
The term 11 words in isolation" as u_sed in this study m~ans 
that all the new words were presented as individual words. 
~ - . ,. .. " 
The term 11 new words. in phrases 11 means that each new word 
-- . . . .. 
was presented in a phrase with other known words. 
Selection and Status of Population: 
The first problem was to obtain permission to conduct 
the experiment Which was given by the Superinte~dent_ of 
Schools in a large industrial suburb of a metropolitan 
district. 
105 children in six first grades in the town were used 
in the study. Only children in the two top reading ~roups 
were included, so that the study would not be prolonged for 
too long a time. 
Table I shows the mean chronological and mental ages 
in months of the group. 
I 
t 
Table I 
Mean 
a.p.,. 
. . 
78.56 
Mean Chronological Age and Mental Age 
S' • D. 
5.42 
Mean 
M.A • 
86.64 
s. J). 
9.28 
14 
Tne chronological ages ranged from 103 to 67; the 
mental ages ranged from 116 to 65. The mean chronological 
age was 78.56 and the mean mental age was 86.64. The group 
was above average mentally. 
Selection of Vocabulary: 
The curriculum Foundation Series is the basic reading 
system used in the. eommu!_l~ ty. The middle of the Primer is 
. . . . . 
considered middle. gr_ade_one. reading .~e_vel ... _Tl:le _ _vocabulary 
for this study was taken from the-Primer Fun with Dick 
~1 beginning with Unit III and the first reader our New 
Friends 2 including Unit~ r.and II. The words selected as 
they appeared in the texts. 
The next procedure was to determine the number of words 
to be given each day. In Mattola's 3 and Austin's 4 studies 
it was found that five words each day was an average load 
with one review day a week. 
1 Gray, WilliamS., and·Gray, Lillian. Fun with'Dick and Jane. 
New York: Scott, Foresman and Co., 194'6;-
~ . . . 
2 Gray, Williams., am·Gray, Lilllan. Our New Friends. 
New York: Scott, Foresman and co., ~lt6.------
3 Mattola, Margaret D. 11 Teaching a New Word iti Isolation 
versus Teaching a New Word in a Phrase in the 
First'Grade. 11 · Boston University, Unpublished 
Ed. M: Thesis, 1947. 
4 Austin, Anna B. ·lfA Comparison of the Effectiveness of 
Two Methods of Teaching Reading Vocabulary in· 
. Grade rt:wo. tr Boston University,. Unpublished Ed. M. 
Thesis, 1950. 
Jl.5 
In order to gain additional information on this point, 
the learning rate of the two best reading groups in a single 
first grade was taken. These children learned five words. 
Table II shows the "Daily Allotment of Words and Phrases". 
ThiS gives an overall view of the daily allotment of words 
and phrases and the order of presentation. 
Table II DAILY ALLOTMENT OF WORDS AND PHRASES 
I 
I "r,--' 
'Time Words 
t 
s~-·---~--r·-- ---------------------~ 
I FIRST WEEK: 
'1st Day' toys*, happy, 'the pretty toys, is not 
l l I 1 
' out, well, nrust 'happy, wants to get out, well" 
' . . 'l 
fl 'well,. we must run 
--------~------------------~--~~~--------~~------------,. 
1 2nd r; now, hop, all ' he is happy now, hop, hop, r; 
Day 1 came, looked 
I 
t r 
1 hop,. all he wanted, came for 1 
I 
Little Rabbit, looked at it 1 --------·~----~--------~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, 
3rd 
Day 
1 bump, animals, ' bump, bump, bump, little 
1 r 
t: into, new, talk boy animals, into the barn, 
r; 
r:. 1 a new toy, I can talk 
.. -----.....,.---~-------------,-------::...;_-----------
l 
f: 
r; 
4th 
Day 
f: 
'· soon she went, can talk on I . . . '· soon, that, ,, 
t there, so, doll ' that,. there is the house, 
I I 1 so he ran, a doll that talks 1 
--~----~~-----------------~----------~~-~~~--~~~~~, 
5th 
R E v I E w 
Day 
' 
* Also capita Is 
16 
Table II D/l,ILY ALLOTMENT OF WORDS AND PHRASES 
) 
' T'ime Words t Phrases 
' 
' 
' ,, 
I· 
l 
' 
SECOND 1 WEEK: 
1st ' birth~ay, ~ikes, 
Day ma-may our, 
r friends 
f 
' happy birtJ:l?a y to yo'Ll:, 
' 
' J'ane' 
fi 
' likes dolls, ma-ma, :na-ma, ' 
,, -- - ' 
' is our pet, are our friends' 
' 2nd r. Susa~, J'ack, boy,' su..san is_ TflY friend, J·ack is 1 
1 
Day 
f: 
3rd 
Day 
r. 
f. 
r 
4th 
t 
r Day 
5th 
Da::£ 
r t 
' girl, boys ' my friend, a boy 
T 
likes DickJ 
r 
r 
,. 
r 
t 
f 
girls! children, 
under, am, tail 
'Tom 
t ' 
was, school, 
f. 
t 
live, (lives), 
t maybe 
t R E v 
r 
'a girl can play, boys·came ' 
1 to play 
' boys and girls can play, t 
' 
' the children looked, is 
' 
. f 
f under something, what am I, ' t 
r I have a tail 
f 
t Tom said, it was Dick, r 
r 
t went to school;: live inra 
; 
f house, maybe you can go 
'I E w 
' 
17 
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TABLE IT DAILY ALLOTMENT OF WORDS AND PHRASES 
I Time I Words I Phrases 
f t 
, .... 
I' 
t 
t 
I 
THIRD 1WEEK 
lst 
Day 
I 
I 
I 
r: 
I 
day, Peter, 
wagon, let 
Ellen, I one 
" 
day a family came, 
I Peter saw Dick; run and 
1 find Ellen, in the wagon, 
' 16tl:. Ellen ride 
r 
r 
r: 
,, 
t 
~---r--~------.,..---r------.,..------------,-
2nd 1 put, her, us, ' put something there, let 
Day I walk, rain 1 her dolls r~de, see us go, 
1 I will walk, see it rain 
~--~--~----------~---~---------~------------~--T 
' 3rd ' umbr~lla, ~:plash, 1 put up our umbrella, splash' 
Day I . . ' 
I 
1 time, first, 
going 
4th ' name, your, know, 
Day ' take, street 
5th 
R E v 
Day 1 
· 
1 came the rain, what time I 
I 
is ~t, ~irst day at school, 1 
' is going home 
my name is, is your name, 
' did not know, take my boat ' 
'I 
I 
E w 
DAILY ALLOTMENT OF WORDS AND PHRASES 
'Time words 
f 
I FOURTFI WEEK: 
I-
r 1st rthem, Jim, Patty, 
t 
Day 'then, lost 
I 
r 
1 2nd 'pennies, buy, 
' -
Day 'pocket, walked, 
r 
'last 
r 3rd 'way, man, Which, 
' 
Day 'Bill, found 
I 
,. 
t 
'·went 
I 
'Jim, 
r . 
Phrases 
'went, we lost it 
'T have pennies, to buy 
' 
'something, in her pocket, 
f - . 
' r: 
,, 
,. 
f' 
I 
l 
'walked and walked, at last 
----r 
'the way home, a big man, 
r -
'which way to go, Big Bill, 
' 
'found a new friend 
r 
r: 
' 4th 'five, store, hurry, 'five pennies, in the store, r: 
' f f 
' Day 
f. 
t 
' 5th 
r 
' Day 
'things, dinner 
f 
f 
f' 
R E v 
'we must hurry, put things 
r· . 
'away, for dinner 
f1 
'I 
J: 
E w 
1: 
r 
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TABLE II DAILY ALLOTMENT OF WORDS AND PHRASES 
1 Time 1 Words r· Phrases 
I I 
T----·----r----------------------r-·-·-------------------------------r 
I FIFTH'WEEK: 
I 
1 1st 'basket_, old, busy, 1 in the basket, the old ball) 
r . r 
1 Day 
,. 
J 2nd 
nay 
f, 
' 3rd 
Day 
I 
I 4th 
r 
I Day 
I 5th 
r 
' -Da 
'after, back 
I 
r 
'his, once, were, 
I - -
'has, color 
r 
I' 
rpaint, painted, 
I 
1 swish, 
I 
made, very 
r 
r 
'head, feet, next, 
I 
'him, 
I 
give 
I R E v 
1 we are busy, after dinner, 
r will come back 
1 his friends, _ ~11 at once? 
T 
r 
' 
1 were al~ ~~s~, has -to work, r 
' 1 a pretty color 
'can paint it, painted some-
' -
'thing, swish went the paint, r 
I .. I 
'I made a cookie, a very big r 
'cookie 
I at his ~?ad, at his feet, 
I I 
I nex~ day, play with him, I 
to give him away 
1 E w 
·TABLE II DAILY ALLOTMENT OF WORDS AND PHRASES 
'· Time ' 
r 
I SIXTH'WEEK: 
I f. 
1 1st t Billy, 
r· I 
' bay r don't, 
t I bird 
Words 
worked, 
making, 
I 
r: 
r 
Phrases 
t give to Billy, worked and 
r worked, i don't know, were 
I' 
' making boats, a blue bird 
t 
r 
' ·2nd I' can"t, ~?ky, 
I' 
" cart 't go fast, name it Poky~· 
-· r · · r 
Day I t' I ,. outdoors, as,bang 
1 
cant g? outdoors, as soon 
r as, bang it went r 
1 3rd 1 stop, green, tree, ,. we can stop, in a tree, 
' I' 1 Day 
t 4th 
t 
I D~Y 
I' 
1 reads, sleep 
I 
r· reads a book, go to sleep, 
t 
a green __ c __ a_r------~----r-
1 book, story, began] a new book, in a story, 
,. r· 
laugh, slower 1 began to read, make you r 
t 1 laugh, slower and slower ~------.-----------------------r----~~---------------------------r 
I 5th 
I 
1 Day t 
t 
R E v 
r 
I I 
r: 
E w 
I 
I' 
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c·onstruction of Materials: 
Two sets of flash cards were ~rinted on oaktag. The first 
set 3 11 x 9 11 consisted of all the words to be ~resented in 
isolation, and the second set 3n x 12 11 consisted of all the 
phrases to be presented. The phrases presented were similar 
to the ones Which the child would encounter in the reading 
books. 
In order to test retention of vocabulary two types of 
tests were constructed; one was a multiple choice and the 
other an individual oral story. 
The multiple choice tests consisted of two sections. 
Section I, given at the end of the first three weeks, included 
all words taught by either method during that time. The 
sixty hew words presented during the last three weeks were 
tested in Section IY. 
Two oral story form tests were made; one to be used at 
the end of each three weeks period. A third oral story 
(including the 120 words) tested retention of vocabulary at 
the end of the seventh week. 
Specific daily lesson plans for the six weeks, including 
new words to be taught, word enrichment, and the game to be 
played were developed. A sample of the daily lesson plan 
follows. The complete series may be found in the appendix. 
weekly lists of the new words in isolation and the new 
words in phrases were mimeographed and distributed. These 
were used on the review day as described in the daily lesson 
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DAILY LESSON PLANS~ 
First Day 
New Words to be Presented: 
toys, happy, out, well, must 
't 
-;; ' 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
the pretty toys, is not happy, wants to get out, 
well, well, we must. run 
word Enrichment : 
words 
toys - things With which we play, discuss kinds of toys, 
discuss one toy they like best 
happy - how you feel, usually smile or sing when happy 
out - might mean to go outdoors, not there 
well - something you say when surprised, a deep hole 
where water is found or stored 
must - means one has to do it 
Phrases 
the pretty toys - tells what kind of toys they are, 
discuss a pretty toy each child has 
is not happy - tells how someone feels, ask what kind 
of an expression would he have on his face 
wants to get out - doesn 1 t like it where he is 
well, well - expression of surprise 
we must run - what they have to do 
Game to Play: 
DAILY LESSON PLANS 
First Day (cont.) 
The Giant and the Princess 
A child who is a good reader and knows most of the 
words is selected to be the Princess (or Prince). She 
(or he) stands at the front of the room in the giant's 
castle. The other children stand in a row at the back of 
. 
the room. The teacher has a stack of flash cards. On each 
card is a word or phrase. When the child recognizes the 
word or phrase shown him, he advances one step. The first 
child to reach the Princess first rescues her 'from the giant. 
Play again with a different Princess if time allows. 
"~·. 
~. i-
i·, 
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plans. (See appendix) 
..., Teaching Procedure: 
Three teachers taught the new words in isolation for the 
first three weeks, while the other three teachers taught the 
same vocabulary in-phrases. The second three weeks the 
procedure was reversed. 
Table III shows the Plan of Teaching •. 
TABLE III . PLAN OF TEACHING 
t Teaehers 'No. 
t 
of Pupils' Time Method 
• r-
1, 2, 3 57 '1st 3 weeks isolation I 
T -
t 4, 5, 6 48 t 1st 3 weeks phrases 
r----. 
I 1, 2, 3 57 f 2nd 3 weeks phrases 
I' t 
I' 4, 5, 6 48 r 2nd 3 weeks isolation t 
I' 
The writer met on J'anuary 7th with all the teachers to 
explain the study. Each teacher was given a set of directions, 
daily lesson plans, flash cards, word banks, six pages of 
multiple choice tes~s, three story form tests, and review 
lists for each week. (see appendix) 
A.copy of the directions follows: 
1. Present the five new words each day in 10 minute 
periods. Flash cards will be provide for you to use. 
Present the words in this manner: 
a. Show the flash card with the new word or phrase 
on it. 
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b. Enrich it fully with meaning.(May use suggestions 
on daily lesson plan sheet) 
c. Let each child frame the word or phrase as they 
say it. 
d. Show the next word or phrase. 
e. Enrich it as in b. 
f. Put the two flash cards on the chalk tray. 
g. Review these two by giving the meaning and 
r:-aving the child go and pick out the word or 
-·. 
phrase described and show it to the g:r:oup • Do 
.. 
the same for the other word -.. or phrase. 
h. Teach the third ~ord. Enrich it. 
i. Then reil'iew the three words or phrases as in g. 
j. Teach the fourth word. Enrich it. 
k. Reil'iew as in g. 
l. Finally teach the fifth word or phrase. 
Enrich it. 
m. Reil'iew all five as in g. 
2. During the rest of the reading period you may proceed 
. . 
as you usually do. Read the stories as they come in the book. 
Use t~e workbook for reil'iew or any other method you now use. 
3. Sometime later in the day spend 10 mi.nutes pl~ying 
the gaJre suggested for that day. (s·ee daily lesson plan 
sheet) 
4. Once a week each child will be tested ~ndividually on 
words presented that week in manner suggested. (See daily plan) 
-~ ... 
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5. At the end of the first three weeks each child will 
be given a check test in which he circles the word the teacher 
speaks. This test consists of a check on all new words 
presented in the last three weeks. Be sure child's name is 
on each test sheet. The first three check sheets are to be 
used at the end of the first three weeks. 
At this same time the story form check will be given. 
The child will read the story to the teacher individually. 
As the child reads, the teacher records all errors he makes 
on the copy of the story with the childrs name on it by 
checking the words the child misses. 
6. The same procedure will be done at the end of the last 
three weeks using the check test numbered four, five, and six 
and the story form check on the words covered during the last 
three weeks. 
7. One week after you f~nish teaching all the words and 
phrases give the final oral story form test for retention. 
Record results by the checking of words missed as you did on 
the other story form tests. 
Testing Program: 
To determine the I.Q. the Pintner-Cunningham Primary Test1 
Form A General Ability test was given by the remedial 
supervisor and the writer during the week of Dec. 10-14, 1951. 
1 World Book Company, New York: 1938. 
1~ ' t:' ~ ' 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALY8IS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to study the effect of teaching 
new words in isolation and in phrases on speed of acquiring 
a sight vocabulary. Additional studies were made of achieve-
ment according to intelligence levels and sex. 
rn the original test 105 children were included. Due to 
illness final data was available on only 101 children. 
Table IV shows a comparison of the total scores on the 
multiple choice tests. 
Table IV 
O:omparison of Total Scores on Multiple Choice Tests= 
-r- No. of s. E. I I .s. E. I 
I Method I Pupils I M. I Diff. I Diff. I G. R. 
I 
'Isolation' 101 I 56.19' 9.30 
' .93 
I 
.75 t 1.33 .56 
I Phrase 101 ' 55.44 1 9.54 I .95 I 
The mean score for isolation was 56.19 compared to 
55.44 for phrases. The critical ratio of .56 showed the 
difference was not significant. There are 42 chances in .100 
that it is a true difference in favor of isolation. 
scores ranged from forty~four to sixty in isolation 
and from forty-one to sixty for phrases. 
-,·· 
5~· - . <:~~~ ~ :~~ ;: :_:·;1( . 
I 
I 
·,.~;~i~:i;/LJ:•• ... · 
•• ;& ~~ ~~:~~9~~1'(. ;,, .. · 
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Table V shows a comparison of the total scores on the 
story tests. 
Table V 
Comparison of Total Scores on the Story Tests 
~ No. of s. E. I s. E. I 
T Method I Pupils r Mean I s. D. I M. I Diff. I Diff. f 
'Isolation' 101 I 56.20 1 9.76 f .97 t 
.45 r 1.32 .34 
r Phrase 101 1 ·55.7'5 1 
-. 
9.05 ' .90 r 
The mean score for isolation was 56.20 compared to 55.75 
for phrases. The critical ratio of .34 was not significant. 
There are 26 chances in 100 that it is a true mfference in 
favor of isolation. 
scores ranged from forty-seven to sixty for isolation 
and from forty-six to sixty for phrases. 
Table VI shows a comparison of the scores for the first 
three weeks on the multiple choice test. 
I 
Table VI 
Comparison of Scores on Multiple Choice Test for First 
Three Weeks 
No. of I s. E .. I s. E. ' 
Method I M. ' Diff. ' Diff. 1 c . R. 
I 
I 
' I 
PUQils 
.... 
'Isolation 1 55 I 56.36 t 7.39 
./ 
-I -;I,. 00 t t 
' -, ]...75 1.46 I 1.21 r 
' Phrase 46 r 54.61 1 7.19 I 1.06 1 I r 
The mean score for isolation was 56.36 compared to 54.61 
for phrases. The critical ratio of 1.21 was not significant. 
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There are 78 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in 
favor of isolation. 
Scores ranged from forty-six to sixty for isolation and 
from forty-one to sixty for phrases. 
Table VII shows a comparison of the scores for the first 
three weeks 0n the story test. 
Table VII 
Comparison of Scores on the Story Test for First 
Three Weeks 
The mean score for isolation was 55.55 compared to 56.09 
for phrases. The critical ratio of .42 was not significant. 
There are 32 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in 
favor of phrases. 
Scores ranged from forty-eight to sixty for isolation 
and from fifty to sixty for phrases. 
Table VIII shows a comparison of the scores for the 
last three weeks on the multiple choice test. 
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Table V'III 
comparison of Scores on the Multiple Choice Test for 
Last Three Weeks 
""""t No. of 1 1 S. E. 1 
1 Method 1 PuEils 1 Mean 1 c. R. 1 T-=~~----~~~~--r------T~~~-r~~--~----~~~~~~~~ 1 
'Isolation' 46 1 56.98 1 7.63 1 1.13 1 
--------~~--------r---~~--~---r--~~~ 
.67 I 1.43 f .47 
1 Phrase 55 1 56.31 1 6.45 1 .87. r 
The mean score for isolation was 56.98 compared to 
56.31 for phrases. The critical ratio of .47 was not 
significant. There are 36 chances in 100 that it is a true 
difference in favor of isolation. 
scores ranged from forty-four to sixty for isolation 
and from forty-seven to sixty for phrases. 
Table IX shows a comparison of scores for the last 
three weeks on the story test. 
Table IX 
Comparison of Scores on the Story Test for Last 
Three Weeks 
' No. or ' I s. E. I I s. E. I 
1 Method 'Pupils 1 Mean 1 S.D.' M. 1 Diff. 1 Diff. 1 c. R. 1 
'Isolation' 46 t 56.98 1 9.03 f 1.33 I 
1 Phrase 55 I 55.58 1 6.42 I • 871 I 
1,.40 I 1.59 
r 
.sa ' 
The mean score for isolation was 56.98 compared to 55.58 
for phrases. The critical ratio of .88 was not significant. 
There are 62 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in 
favor of isolation. 
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Scores ranged from forty-seven to sixty for isolation 
and from forty-six to sixty for phrases. 
Table X shows a comparison of the scores obtained by 
boys on the multiple choice tests. 
Table X 
Comparison of Scores Obtained by Boys on the Multiple 
Choice Tests 
No. of S. E. 1 S. E. 1 1 
Method 1 Pupils 1 Mean 1 S. D. 1 M. 1 Diff. 1 Diff. 1 C. R. 1 
~.--~------~--A-----r-----~-------.--·----.-------r-----~--~~-1 
'Isolation' 52 I 56.27 1 7.60 T 1.05 l 
• 42 I 1. 50 T o 28 
1 Phrase 52 t 55.85 1 7.74 f 1.07 
The mean score for isolation was 56.27 compared to 
55.85 for phrases. The critical rati® of .28 was not signi-
ficant. There are 22 chances in 100 that it is a true 
difference in favor of isolation. 
-
Scores ranged from forty-six to sixty for isolation 
and from forty-four to sixty for phrases. 
Table XI shows a comparison of scores obtained by boys 
on the story tests. 
Table XI 
comparison of Scores Obtained by-Boys on the Story Tests 
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The mean score for isolation was 55.94 compared to 
55.63 for phrases. The critical ratio of .23 was not 
significant. There are 18 chances in 100 that it is a true 
difference in favor of isolation. 
Scores ranged from forty-eight to sixty for isolation 
and from forty-six to siXty for phrases. 
Table XII shows a comparison of scores obtained by 
girls on the multiple choice tests. 
Table XII 
Comparison of Scores Obtained by Girls on Multiple 
Choice Tests 
No. of S. E. 1 S. E. 1 
1 Method 1 Pupils 1 Mean 1 S.D.' M. 1 Diff. 1 Diff. 1 c. R.' ~~~~~~~~,~---r~--~,_~~~r--=~-.~~~~~~~,-~~~, 
1 Isolation 1 49 I 56.10 1 6.17 J .88 I 
I l. 08 I 1. 27 I • 85 J 
' Phrase 49 I 55.02 1 6.45 I .92 I 
The mean score for isolation was 56.10 compared to 
55.02 for phrases. The critical ratio of .85 was not 
significant. There are 60 chances in 100 that it is a true 
difference in favo~ of isolation. 
Scores ranged from forty-four to sixty for isolation 
and from forty-one to sixty for phrases. 
Table XIII shows a comparison of scores obtained by 
girls on the story tests. 
' -· .. ~ .; 
.. -' :., 
,. _:,: ~· . 
. ·~ ~.· 
~-
Table XIII 
Comparison of Scores Obtained by Girls on the Story 
Tests 
No. of T s. E. I s. E. I 
I Method ' PUpils ' Mean 
I s. D. I M. ' Diff. r Diff. ' c. R. 
t 56.47 1 8.48 I 1.21 I 'Isolation' 
-r-
49 
49 
.59 1. 53 1 • 39 
1 Phrase ' 55. 88 ' 6. 55 ' • 94 1 
The mean score for isolation was 56.47 compared to 55.88 
for phrases. The critical ratio of .39 was not significant. 
There are 30 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in 
favor of isolation. 
Scores ranged from fo:r>ty-seven to sixty for isolation 
and from forty-nine to sixty for phrases. 
Table XIV shows the comparison of scores on the multiple 
choice test of children above 110 I.Q. 
Table XIV 
Compa:r-ison of Scores on Multiple Choice Tests of 
Children above 110 I .Q, •. 
No •. Of I s. E. ·I I s. E. I . 
1 Method I Pupils ' Mean s .. D. r M. 
I Diff. I Diff. I c. R .. 
'Isolation 1 46 I 56.78 I 7.80 I L.-15 ' 
.. 37 I 1.43 .26 
' Phrase 46 
f 56.41 f 5.74 f .85 I . ' 
The mean score for isolation was 56.78 compared to ·56.41 
for phrases. The critical ratio of .26 was not significant. 
There are 20 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in 
favor of ~solation. 
'.'·.'<·~ 
' . .· ~-;., 
' r 
. r 
' 
' 
' 
Scores ranged from fifty-one to sixty for isolation 
and from forty-seven to sixty for phrases. 
Table XV shows the comparison of scores on story tests 
of children above 110 I.Q. 
Table XV 
Comparison of Scores on the Story Tests of Children 
above 110 I.Q.. 
No. of S. E. S. E. 
1 Method 1 Pupils 1 Mean 1 S. D. 1 M. ' Diff.' Diff. 'c. R.' 
'Isolation' 46 f 56.52 1 8.19 I 1.21 t 
.30 I 1.55 
1 Phrase 46 I 56.22 1 6.53 I .96 I 
The mean score for isolation was 56.52 compared to 
56.22 for phrases. The critical ratio of .19 was not 
.19 I 
significant. There are 16 chances in ~00 that it is a true 
difference· in favor of isolation. 
Scores ranged from forty-eight to sixty for isolation 
and from forty-six to sixty for phrases. 
Table XVI shows a comparison of scores on the multiple 
choice tests of children with 100 - 110 I.Q.. 
Table XVI 
Comparison of Scores on the Multiple Choice Tests 
of Children with 100-llO·I.Q. 
The mean score for isolation was 56.17 compared to 55.00 
for phrases. The critical ratio of .73 was not significant. 
There are 54 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in 
favor of isolation. 
Scores ranged from forty-nine to sixty for isolation 
and from forty-four to sixty for phrases. 
Table XVII shows a comparison of scores on the story 
tests of children with 100-110 I.Q. 
Table XVII 
Comparison of Scores on the Story Tests of Children 
With 100-110 I.Q. 
"T No. of I s .. E. I s. E. I -, 
t Method Pupils' Mean t s. D. t M. f Diff. t Diff. t c. R. ' J -, I I 
'Isolation' 36 f 55 .. 39 1 5.87 t .98 r f 
f I 
.11 J 1.29 f .09 
r Phrase 36 t 55.50 1 5.18 1 .86 f 
The mean score for isolation was 55.39 compared to 55.50 
for phrases. The critical ratio of .09 was not significant. 
There are 8 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in 
favor of phrases. 
Scores ranged from forty-seven to sixty for isolation 
and from forty-nine to sixty for phrases. 
Table XVIII shows a comparison of scores on the :multiple 
choice tests of children below 99 I.Q. 
f 
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Table XVIII 
Comparison of Scores on the Multiple Chofue Tests 
of Children Below 99 I.Q. 
No. of s. E.: 
' Method 
r PUpils ' Mean f s. D. I M. Diffa ' c. R. r "T I 
'Isolation' 19 l 54.79 1 7.09 f 1.63 1 
.90 2.26 
' 
.40 
f phrase 19 ' 53.89 1 6.85 f 1.57 f 
The mean score for isolation was 54.79 compared to 53.89 
for phrases. The critical ratio of .40 was not significant. 
There are 32 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in 
favor of isolation. 
Scores ranged from forty-four to sixty for isolation 
and from forty-one to sixty for phrases. 
Table XIX shows a comparison of scores on the story 
tests of children below 99 I.Q. 
Table XIX 
Comparison of Scores on the Story Tests of Children 
Below 99 I.Q. 
1 1 No. of 1 I s. E. f 
f 
' 
' 
f 
S.D.' M. 1 Diff.' C. R. 1 'Method Pupils' Mean 
. t 
'Isolation' 19 r 1.05 1 f 
• 41 ' 1. 34 f • 31 t 
' Phrase l 19 ' 55.11' 3.62 ' .83 t 
The mean score 1'-or isolation was 55.52 compared to 55.11 
for phrases. The critical ratio of .31 was not significant. 
There are 24 chances in lO~ that it is a true difference in 
favor of isolation. 
t 
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Scores ·ranged from forty-eight te sixty for isolation 
and from fifty-one to fifty-nine for phrases. 
Table XX shows a comparison of the total scores on the 
retention test. 
Table XX 
comparison of Total Scores on the Retention Test 
4--·--------~r-Nno~.~o~r~~rr------r------4r~~~~----~•~s~.~E~.~~------~~ 
1 Method I pUpilS Diff.' c. R.' 
'Isolation' 101 I 57.73 1 13.09 1 1.30 I 
.75 t 2.05 1 .37 I 
1 Phrase 101 I 56.97 1 15.83 1 1.58 I 
The mean score for isolation was 57.73 compared to 56.97 
for phrases. The critical ratio of .37 was not significant. 
There are 28 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in 
favor of isolation. 
Scores ranged from forty-nine to sixty for isolation 
and from forty-three to sixty for phrases. 
Table XXI shows a comparison of the scores of the boys 
on the retention test. 
Table XXI 
Comparison of Boys' Scores on the Retention Test 
1 No. of 1 1 S. E. 1 
' Method 1 Pupils 1 Mean 1 S. D. 1 M. ' Diff.' 
'Isolation' 52 I 57.52' 6.37 I .88 I 
1.25 1 1.50 1 .83 
1 Phrase 52 I 56.27 1 8.79 I 1.22 I I 
The mean score for isolation was 57.52 compared to 56.27 
for phrases. The critical ratio of .83 was not significant. 
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There are 60 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in 
favor of isolation. 
Scores ranged from forty-nine to six~y fo~ isolation 
and from forty-three to sixty for phrases. 
Table XXII shows a comparison of the scores of the girls 
on the retention test. 
Table XXII 
Comparison of Girls' Scores on the Retention Test 
'Isolation• 49 
1 Phrase 49 
t 57.02 1 7;49 f 1.07 T 
--r 
t 57.69 1 7.65 t 1.09 I 
.67 I 1.53 I .44 t 
The mean score for isolation was 57.02 compared to 57.69 
for phrases. The critical ratio of .44 was not significant. 
There are 34 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in 
favor of phrases. 
Scores ranged from fifty to sixty for isolation and from 
forty-eight to sixty for phrases. 
Table :XXIII shows a comparison of the scores on the 
retention test of children above 110 I.Q. 
Table XXIII 
Comparison of Scores on Retention Test of Children 
above 110 I.Q. 
~----------Tr-N~o-.~o~r~fr---~~·~----~~~s~.~E~~-.~r-------r~s~.~E~.1.------~ 
'Method Pupils Mean-S. D.! M. 1 Diff.~ Diff. 1 c. R. 1 
'Isolation' 46 t 58.00 1 7.62 
-
.76 t 1.65 .40 
' Phrase 46 r 57.24~ 8.14 1 1.20 1 
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The mean score for isolation was 58.00 compared to 57.24 
for phrases. The critical ratio of .40 was not significant. 
There are 32 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in 
favor of isolation. 
Scores ranged from fifty-three to sixty for isolation 
and from forty-three to sixty for phrases. 
Table XXIV shows a comparison of the scores on the 
retention test of children with 100-110 I.Q. 
Table XXIV 
Comparison of Scores on Retention Test of Children 
with 100-110 I.Q. 
"'f" No. of I t S'. E. I ""T s. E. I 
f Method PU:Qils ' Mean t s. D. r M. I Diff. r Diff. r c. l J 
'Isolation' 36 t 58.03 1 5.99 ' 1.00 
t 
R. 
I T I 
' .64 ' 1.63 T .39 I Phrase 36 57.39' 7.74 r 1.29 t 
t 
I 
r 
t 
The mean score for isolation was 58.03 compared to 57.39 
for phrases. The cri-tical ratio of .39 was not significant. 
There are 30 chances in 100 that it is a true difference in 
favor of isolation. 
Scores ranges from forty-nine to sixty for isolation 
and from forty-eight to sixty for phrases. 
Table XXV shows a comparison of the scores on the 
retention test of children with below 99 I.Q. 
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Table XX:V 
Comparison of Scores on Retention Test of Children 
with Below 99 I.Q. 
No. or 1 I I s. E. I I s. E. I I 
f Method r Pupils t Mean ' s. D. ' .M. ' Diff. ' Diff. I c. R. ' r. I I 
'., 
r 
' 
'Isolation 1 19 t 56.47 1 3.83 1 ~88 I r . ' 
' I I I 1.10 1 1.42 r .77 I 
1 Phrase ' 19 I 55.3'7 1 3.90 I .89 t f r ' 
The mean score for isolation was 56.47 compared to 55.37 
for phrases. The critical ratio of .77 was not significant. 
There are 56 chances in 100 it is a true difference in favor 
of isolation. 
scores ranged from fifty to sixty for isolation and 
from forty-eight to sixty for phrases; 
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CH,APrER IV 
SUMMA.RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to compare the effective-
ness of teaching reading vocabulary in isolation or in phrases 
in the middle of grade one. 
It was an evaluation of the speed of acquiring a sight 
vocabulary. Additional studies were made of achievement 
according to intelligence levels and sex. 
Three of the six first grades began by teaching new 
words in isolation, and the other three began by teaching new 
' 
words in phrases. At the end of three weeks those who started 
' 
with isolation taught phrases for the last three weeks. 
Those who began with phrases taught words in isolation fo.r 
the last three weeks. This made the equating of teachers 
unnecessary. 
Five new words were presented each day .for four days a 
week by both methods. Ten ~inutes was the time allotted for 
the teaching period. Ten minutes more was used in playing 
the game accompanying the lesson •. A general review was 
given each fifth day. The experiment was over a period of 
thirty successive school days. 
A multiple choice test and an individual oral reading 
test in story form were given at the end of the first three 
weeks and again at the end of the sixth week. An individual 
story form test to check on retention was also given at the 
end of the seventh week. 
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The Pitner-Cunningham Primary Test Form A was given to 
105 children to obtain the mental ages and I.Q. Due to 
illnesses only 101 pupils were analyzed in the data. 
conclusions: 
1. It appears that there is little difference in either 
method in the middle of grade one. There were no significant 
differences, but all the differences were in favor of 
isolation. 
2. There were ~mall differences in favor of isolation for 
beth the boys and girls on all tests. 
a. The critical ratios ranged from .28 for the boys to 
.85 for the girls on the multiple cho1.c e tests and 
from .23 for the boys to .39 for the girls on the 
story form tests. 
3. Intelligence appeared to be unimportant in either 
method. 
a. For children with above 110 I.Q. the mean score for 
isolation on the multiple choice test was 56.78 
compared to 56.41 for phrases. The critical ratio 
of .26 was not significant. 
The mean score for isolation on the story test was 
56.52 compared to 56.22 for phrases. The critical 
ratio of .19 was not significant. 
b. The mean score for isolation on the multiple cho~ e 
test of children with 100-110 I.Q. was 56.17 compared 
to 55.00 for phrases. The critical ratio of .73 was 
44 
not significant. 
· The mean score for isolation on the story test of 
children with 100-110 I.Q. was 55.39 compared to 
55.50 for phrases. The critical ratio of .09 was 
not significant. 
c. The mean score for isolation on the multiple choice 
test of children below 99 I.~. was 54.79 compared to 
53.89 for phrases. The critical ratio of .40 was 
not significant. 
The mean score for isolatio~ on the story test of 
children below 99 I.Q. was 55.52 compared to 55.11 
for phrases. The critical ratio of .31 was not 
significant. 
4. The retention test showed that both methods continued 
to hold the same relative position of importance. 
a. On the total scores the mean score for isolation was 
57.73 compared to 56.97 for phrases. The critical 
ratio of .37 was not significant. There are 28 
chances in 100 that it is a true difference in favor 
of isolation. 
b. On the boys' scores the mean score for isolation was 
57.52 compared to 56.27 for phrases. The critical 
ratio of .83 was not significant. There are 60 
chances in 100 that it is a true difference in favor 
of isolation. 
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c.- On the girls 1 scores the mean score for isolation was 
57.02 compared to 57.67 for phrases. The critical 
ratio of .44 was not significant. There are 34 
chances in 100 that it is a true difference in favor 
of phrases. 
d. On the scores of children above 110 I.Q. the mean 
score for isolation was 58.00 compared to 57.24 for 
phrases. The critical ratio of .40 was not signifi-
cant. There are 32 chances in 100 that it is a true 
dif~erence in favor of isolation. 
e. On the scores of children with 100-110 I.Q. the mean 
score for isolation was 58.03 compared to 57.39 for 
phrases. The critical ratio of .39 was not signifi-
cant. There are 30 chances in 100 that it is a true 
difference in favor of isolation. 
f. On the scores of children below 99 I.Q. the mean 
score for isolation was 56.47 compared to 55.37 for 
phrases. The critical ratio of .77 was not signifi-
cant. There are 56 chances in 100 it is a true 
difference in favor of isolation. 
~ .. - ~~-· 
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CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. To try the same experiment on a larger population. 
2. Repeat the experiment, adjusting the number of words 
taught to the learning rate. 
3. To administer the same tests to children who were not 
on the experiment for comparison of growth. 
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DAILY LESSON PLANS 
First Day 
New words to be Presented: 
toys, happy, out, well, must 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
the pretty toys,. is not happy, wants to get out, 
well, well, we must run. 
Word Enrichment: 
words: 
toys - things with which we play, discuss kinds of toys, 
discuss one toy they like best. 
happy - how you feel - usually smile or sing when happy. 
out - might mean to go outdoors, not there. 
well - something you say when surprised, a deep hole 
where water is found or stored. 
must - means one has to do it. 
Phrases: 
the pretty toys - tells what kind of toys they are, 
discuss a pretty toy each child has. 
is not happy - tells how someone feels, ask what kind 
of an expression would he have on his 
face. 
wants to get out -doesn't like it where he is. 
well, well -expression of surprise. 
we must run - what they have to do. 
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First Day (cont.) 
Game to Play: 
The Giant and the Princess: 
A child who is a good reader and knows most of the 
words is selected to be the Princess (or Prince). She (or 
he) stands at the front of the room in the giant's castle. 
The other children stand in a row at the back of the room. 
The ~eacher has a stack of flash cards. On each card is a 
word or phrase. When the child recognizes the word or phrase 
shown him, he advances one step. The first child to reach 
the Princess first rescues her from the giant. Play again 
with a different frincess if time allows. 
5l 
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DAILY LESS ON PLAN 
Second Day 
New Words to be Presented: 
now, hop, all, came, looked 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
he is happy now, hop, hop, hop, all he wanted, 
came for Little Rabbit, looked at it. 
Word Enrichment: 
words: 
now - tells when something is happening. 
hop - a way of getting from place to place, what 
rabbits do. Have someone demonstrate. 
all - includes everyone. 
came - to come yesterday or a little while ago. 
looked - what you do with your eyes, to see something 
yesterday. 
Phrases: 
Game: 
he is happy now - tells when he is happy. 
hop, hop, hop - what rabbits do. Someone demonstrate. 
all he wanted didn't want any more. 
came for Little Rabbit - tells what he did for Little 
Rabbit. 
looked at it - seeing something. 
The Giant and the Princess 
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DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Third Day 
New Words to be Presented: 
bump, animals, into, new, talk 
New words in Phrases to be Presented: 
bump, bump, bump, little toy animals, into the barn, 
a new toy, I can talk 
Word Enrichment: 
words: 
bump - to hit something, make a noise when hitting 
something. 
animals - what animals do you know ? What can most 
a 11 anima ls do? (eat-, s 1 e e p, wa lk ,- make a 
noise) 
into - to go inside, to put something somewhere. 
new - something that has not been used. 
talk - what we do with our mouth when we say something. 
Phrases: 
Game: 
bump, bump, bump - kind of a noise made when falling. 
little toy animals - a toy that is small and an animal, 
discuss kinds of animals they know. 
into the barn - to go inside the barn. 
a new toy - a toy no one has used before 
I can talk - what we do with our mouth when we say 
something. 
The ~iant and the Princess 
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DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Fourth Day 
New words to be Presented: 
soon, that, there, so,doll 
New words in Phrases to be Presented: 
soon she went,. can talk on that, there is the house, 
so he ran, a doll that talks 
Word Enrichment: 
words: 
soon -tells when something will happen - right off. 
that - tells which one. 
there - tells where something is. 
so - tells the reason. 
doll - a toy with which children play. 
Phrases:: 
Game: 
soon she went - tells when she went - right off. 
can talk on that - tells on what you can talk. 
there is the house shows where the house is, 
located the house. 
so he ran - tells what he did. 
a doll that talks - special kind of a toy doll that 
can talk. · 
The Giant and the Princess 
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REVIEW: 
DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Fifth Day 
All the words or phrases which have been taught are 
mimeographed on strips of paper. The pupil cuts the strips 
into individual words or phrases. Call each child to desk 
individually. Have him read words or phrases to you. 
Words he misses must be put back into his Word Bank. 
Have his name on the bank. Keep the bank with unknown words 
in it for further practice next week. 
The slips on which are written the words he knows may 
be pasted and made into a chain. The chain may be hung up 
in the room. Put his name on the chain somewhere. 
DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Sixti:i. Day 
New Words to be Presented: 
birthday, likes, ma-ma, our, friends 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
happy birthday to you,. Jane likes dolls, ma-ma, ma-ma, 
is our pet, are our friends 
Word Enrichment: 
Words': 
birthday - the day when you were born,. the day on 
which you are a year older. 
likes - tells how you feel about something,. enjoy it. 
ma-ma -what some dolls say, what some of us call 
our mother. 
our - tells who it belongs to, belongs to us. 
friends - people with whom we like to play and talk. 
Phrases: 
happy birthday to you - what we say to people on 
their birthday. 
Jane likes dolls -how Jane feels about dolls. 
ma-ma, ma-ma - what some dolls say. 
is our pet - tells whose pet it is. 
are our friends - people with whom we like to play 
and talk. 
Game: Fishing 
All the WOl"d or phrase cards taught (also review ones) 
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Sixth Day (cont.) 
are put into a box or in a chair whic-h is the fish pond. 
Turn the cards face down. Let a child pick up a card and 
read it. Each card which he picks up and reads correctly 
counts as a fish. Put his score on the board. Let each 
child have a turn to pick up all the cards. The one who 
is able to catch the greatest number of fish by reading the 
cards correctly wins the game. Play it again if time permits. 
DAILY LESSON PL...!lNS 
Seventh Day 
- . New Words to be Presented: 
Susany Jack, boy, girl, boys 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
susan is my friend, Jack is my friend,- a boy likes Dick, 
a girl can play, boys came to play 
word Enrichment: 
words: 
susan- a girl's name 
Jack - a boy's name 
boy - someone who will grow up to be a man, 
Dick is a boy. 
girl - someone who will grow up to be a lady, 
Jane is a girl. 
boys - more than one boy, How many boys in our room? 
Phrases: 
G'ame: 
Susan is my friend -a girl who is Jane's friend. 
Jack is my friend - a boy who is Dick's friend. 
a boy likes Dick - someone likes Dick. 
a girl can play - what a girl can do. 
boys came to play - why the boys came. 
Fishing 
DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Eighth Day 
New Words to be Presented: 
girls, children, under, am, tail 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
'boys and girls can play, the children looked, is under 
something, what am I?, I have a tail 
Word Enrichment: 
Words: 
girls - more than one girl. 
children - both boys and girls. 
under - below, tells where something is. 
am - to be. 
tail - what most animals have, kinds of tails like 
squirrels, bunnies, cows, etc. 
Phrases·: 
Game: 
boys and girls can play - what children can do. 
the children looked - what the boys and girls did. 
is under something - tells where something is, below. 
what am I? - asks what the person is pretending to be. 
I have a tail - have what most animals have. 
Fishing 
DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Ninth Day 
New Words to be Presented: 
Tom, was, school, live (lives), maybe 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
Tom said, it was Dick, went to school, live in a house, 
maybe you can go 
Word Enrichment : 
words: 
Tom - a boy r s name • 
was - to be. 
school - where we are now, where we learn to read. 
live - to have life, tells what we .do in a house. 
maybe - perhaps • 
Phrases: 
Game: 
Tom said - tells what boy is talking •. 
it was Dick - tells who it was. 
went to school - what we did this morning. 
live in a house - what we do in a house. 
maybe you can go - perhaps you can go. 
Fishing 
REVIEW: 
DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Tenth Day 
All the words or phrases which have been taught this 
week are mimeographed on strips of paper. The pupil cuts 
the strips into individual words or phrases. Call each 
child to desk individually. Have him read words or phrases 
to you. 
Words he misses must be put back into his Word Bank. 
Have his name on the bank. Keep the bank with unknown 
words in it for further practice next week. 
The slips on which are written tbe words he knows may 
be pasted together and made into a chain. The chain may 
be hung up in the room. Put his name on the chain somewhere. 
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DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Eleventh Day 
New Words to be Presented: 
day, Peter, Ellen, wagon, let 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
one day a family came, Peter saw Dick, run and find 
Ellen, in the wagon, let Ellen ride 
word Enrichment: 
words: 
day - when it is light. 
Peter - a boy's name. 
Ellen - a girl's name. 
wagon - something in which to carry things, has four 
wheels. 
let - give permission to do something. 
Phrases: 
one day a family came - tells when the family came. 
Peter saw Dick - what a boy saw. 
run and find Ellen - find a new girl friend,Ellen. 
in the wagon - where the things were put. 
let Ellen ride - give permission for Ellen to ride. 
Game: Taking a Trip 
Chairs are placed in a row. Pupils who are going to 
take a trip line up in single file behind chairs facing tbe 
gas station man. The station man faces the group. All the 
children see every card. The first pupil in line says the 
DAILY LESSON PlANS 
Eleventh Day (cont.) 
word or phrase that is shown. If he answers correctly he 
is favored with enough gas to make the trip. He walks 
around the chair,, then he again enters the line-up at the 
back. If he misses, he sits down in the gas station on a 
chair. He remains there until he gets gas. He can do this 
by answering another child's card faster than the one whose 
turn it is. Play as long as time permits~ 
DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Twelfth Day 
New Words to be Presented: 
put, her, us, walk, rain 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
put something there, let her dolls ride, see us go, 
I will walk, see it rain 
Word Enrichment: 
Words: 
put - to place somewhere. 
her belongs to a girl. 
us - more than one person. 
walk -what we do with our feet. 
rain -water in drops falling from the clouds. 
Phrases: 
·put something there- to place something. 
Game: 
let her dolls ride - let the dolls belonging to some 
girl ride. 
see us go - see more than one person going. 
I will walk- what I will do with my feet. 
see it rain - see the water coming down. 
Taking a Trip 
DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Thirteenth Day 
New Words to be Presented: 
umbrella, splash, time, first, going 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
put up_ our umbrella, splash came the rain, what time 
is it'?, first day at school, is going home 
Word Enrichment: 
words: 
umbrella - what we put over us in case of rain, 
draw a picture of it. 
splash- to spatter with water. 
time - what the clock tells us. 
first - in What grade we are, nothing before it. 
going - what we will do. 
Phrases; 
put up our umbrella - what we do in case of rain, 
draw a picture of an umbrella. 
splash came the rain - the rain ~pattered. 
what time is it'? - what does the clock say? 
first day at school - never been to school before. 
is going home - where be will go. 
Game: 
Taking a Trip 
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DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Fourteenth Day 
New words to be Presented: 
name, your, know, take, street 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
my name is, is your name, did not know, take my boat, 
on the street 
word Enrichment: 
WQrds: 
name - what you are called. 
your - belongs to you. 
know -something you can tell others. 
street - where we walk. 
take -to get. 
Phrases: 
Game: 
my name is - what you are called. 
is your name -whose name it is. 
did not know - couldn't tell what it was. 
take my boat - get my boat. 
on the street - where we walk. 
Taking a Trip 
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REVIEW: 
DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Fifteenth Day 
All the words or phrases which have been taught this 
week are mimeographed on strips of paper. The pupil cuts 
the strips into individual words or phrases. Call each child 
to desk individually. Have him read words or phrases to you. 
Words he misses must be put back into his Word Bank. 
Rave his name on the bank. Keep the bank with unknown 
words in it for further practice next week. 
The slips on which are written the words he knows may 
be pasted and made into a chain. The chain may be hung up 
in the room. Put his name on the chain somewhere. 
DAILY LESBON PlANS 
Sixteenth Day 
New Words to be Presented: 
them, Jim, Patty, then, lost 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
went with them, will like Jim, Patty is here,. then we 
went, we lost it 
Word Enrichment: 
Words: 
them - tells who, more than one person. 
Jim - a boy 1 s na:me. 
Patty - a girl's name. 
then - tells when. 
lost - cannot find something, don't know where it is. 
Phrases: 
went with them - went with several people. 
will like Jim - will like a special boy. 
Patty is here - a special girl is here. 
then we went - tells when we went. 
we lost it - couldn 1 t find it. 
~ame: The Postman 
The teacher or a bright pupil is the postman. 
card is a letter which the postman is delivering. 
Each 
The 
teacher flashes the card and the pupil tells the name of 
the word on the card. If the child says it correctly, he 
may keep 11 the letter11 • If he does not know it the postman 
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DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Sixteenth Day (cont.) 
keeps the card. Each child has as many turns as time allows. 
The child with the greatest number of letters is the winner. 
DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Seventeenth Day 
New Words to be Presented: 
pennies, buy, pocket, walked, last 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
I have pennies, to buy something, in her pocket, 
Walked and walked, at last 
word Enrichment: 
words: 
pennies - kind of money,. more than one cent. 
buy -what you do with money. 
pocket - a place in your clothes in which to put 
something. 
walked - to have moved your feet. 
last - no more after it, demonstrate the last pencil. 
Phrases: 
Game: 
I have pennies - kind of money, more than one cent. 
to buy something - what you can do with money. 
in her pocket -where she put something. 
walked and walked - to have moved your feet. 
at last - finally. 
The Postman 
DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Eighteenth Day 
New Words· to be Presented: 
way, man, which, Bill, found 
New words in Phrases to be Presented: 
the way home, a big man, ~hich way to go, Big Bill, 
found a new friend 
word Enrichment: 
words: 
way - road, place to go. 
man - a grown up boy. 
which - to tell one from the other. 
Bill -a man's name. 
found - to discover something. 
Phrases: 
G'ame: 
the way home - road to go home. 
a big man - a big grown-up boy. 
which way to go - show the right way to go (out of 
two choiceg) 
Blg Bill -a man's name. 
f~1nd a new friend - discovered a new friend. 
The Postman 
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DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Nineteenth Day 
New words to be Presented: 
five, store, hurry,, things, dinner 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
five pennies, in the store, we nrust hurry,. put things 
awayr for dinner 
Word Enrichment: 
words: 
five - tells how many, the number after four. 
store -where we buy things. 
hurry ~ to go fast. 
things -many different items. 
dinner - the big meal during the day. 
Phrases: 
Game: 
five pennies - how much money, one more than four 
pennies. 
in the store - where they went to buy something. 
we must hurry - have to go fast. 
put things away - put away many items. 
for dinner - for the big meal of the day. 
The Postman 
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REVIEW: 
DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Twentieth Day 
Words to be reviewed for the week are mimeographed 
onto paper in a column with a sketch of a building at the 
top of the column. A rectangle is placed in the building 
to represent a window. Upon the window sill rests the top 
of a ladder and on every rung is a word to be reviewed. 
Each child is the fireman. Call each child individually 
to the desk. Starting at the bottom of the ladder, he 
reads his way to the top. The fireman who reaches the top 
has his name placed on the building. The words or phrases 
missed should be re-checked and added to next week's ladder. 
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DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Twenty First Day 
New Words to be Presented: 
basket, old, busy, after, back 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
in the basket, the old ball, we are busy, after dinner, 
will come back 
Word Enrichment: 
Words: 
basket - container in which you may put things. 
old - not new, almost worn out, has been used many times. 
busy - working or doing something all the time. 
after - not before, next. 
back - at the end, opposite from front, to return. 
Phrases: 
in the basket - in a container. 
the old ball -a ball used many times. 
we are busy - we are working all the time. 
after dinner - tells when, when dinner is finished. 
will come back - will return. 
Game: The Good Fai~y 
The teacher is rrthe good fairyn. (Brighter children 
might be the good fairy if they do not need the drill.) The 
flash cards with words or phrases on them are presents which 
the good fairy is bringing to each child. The children 
sitting in a semi-circle pretend to sleep. The good fairy 
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DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Twenty First Day (cont.) 
leaves a flash card on each child's lap. The children awake 
and one by one as they are called upon tell what the good 
fairy left them. If they can tell the word or phrase on the 
flash card, they may keep the present. If they miss, the 
good fairy takes the present back. 
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DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Twenty Second Day 
NeW Words to be Presented: 
his, once, were, has, color 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
his friends, all at once, were all busy, has to work, 
a pretty color 
word Enricb.m3 nt: 
words: 
his - belonging to him 
once - at one time 
were - have been 
has - to have 
color - what we do with crayons, name different colors. 
Phrases: 
Game: 
his friends - friends belonging to him 
all at once - all at one time 
were all busy - have been working 
has to work - someone must work 
a pretty color - how something appears 
The Good Fairy 
DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Twenty Third Day 
New Words to be Presented: 
paint, painted, swish, made, very 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
can paint it, painted something, swish went the paint, 
I made a cookie, a very big cookie 
Word Enrichment: 
words: 
paint -what we do with brushes. 
painted - to paint yesterday* 
swish - a funny noise. 
made - to make yesterday. 
very - a great deal, extra big. 
Phrases: 
Game: 
can paint it - can use brushes to make a pretty color. 
painted something - to paint something yesterday. 
swish went the paint - the noise the paint made. 
I made a cookie - to make a cookie yesterday. 
a very big cookie - an extra big cookie. 
The Good Fairy 
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DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Twenty Fourth Day 
NeW Words to be Presented: 
head, feet, next, him, give 
New words in Phrases to be Presented: 
at his head, at his feet, next day, play with him, 
to give him away 
Word Enricbment: 
words: 
head - top part of our body 
feet - bottom part of our body 
next - after that 
him - about a boy 
give - to let have 
Phrases: 
Game: 
at his head - at the top part of his body 
at his feet - at the bottom part of his body 
next day - after this day, tomorrow 
play with him- a boy with whom someone will play 
to give him away - to let someone have .l:iim 
The Good Fairy 
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REVIEW: 
DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Twenty Fifth Day 
words to be reviewed for the week are mimeographed 
onto raper in a column with a sketch of a building at the 
top of the column. A rectangle is placed in'the b~ilding 
to represent a window. Upon the window sill rests the top 
of a ladder and on every rung is a word to be reviewed. 
Each child is the fireman. Call each child individually 
to the desk. Starting at the bottom of the ladder, he reads 
his way to the top. The fireman who reaches the top has 
his name placed on the building. The words or phrases 
missed should be re-checked and added to next weekfs ladder. 
DAILY LESSON PLANS 
I. 
Twenty Sixth Day 
NeW Words to be Presented: 
Billy, worked, don't, making, bird 
NeW Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
give to Billy, worked and worked, I don't know, 
were making boats, a blue bird 
Word Enrichment: 
words: 
Billy - a boy's name 
worked - to bave done some work yesterday 
don't - do not, not suppose to do it 
making - to get ready 
bird - something feathered that flies through the air 
Phrases: 
give to Billy - give to a certain boy 
worked and worked - to do some work yesterday 
I don't know - do not know, can't tell 
were making boats - what they were doing 
a blue bird - blue feathered creature that flies 
through the air 
Game: Valentine Box: 
Pass out flash cards including all words which have been 
t~ught. Give one to each child until all are given out. 
Each child reads the words on each of his cards and puts 
them into the Valentine Box. 
.e 
DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Twenty seventh Day 
New words to be Presented: 
can't, poky, outdoors, as, bang 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
can't go fast, name it Poky, can't go outdoors, 
as soon as, bang it went 
word Enrichment: 
words: 
can't - can not, do not know how 
poky - very slow 
outdoors - not in the house 
as - like 
bang - a loud noise 
Phrases: 
G~me: 
can't go fast - goes sRowly 
name it Poky - name it very slow 
can't go outdoors - can't go out of the house 
as soon as - tells when, right off 
bang it went - kind of a noise it made 
Valentine :Box 
DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Twenty Eighth Day 
4lt NeW words to be Presented: 
stop, green, tree, reads, sleep 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
we can stop, in a tree, reads a book, go to sleep, 
a green car 
Word Enrichment: 
words: 
stop - do not move 
green - a color 
tree - a woody plant with a trunk and branches 
reads - what we do with a book 
sleep - what we do at night 
Phrases: 
GaiOO : 
we can stop - we can not move 
a green car - color of the car 
in a tree - in a woody plant with a trunk and branches 
reads a book - what we do with a book 
go to sleep - what we do at night 
Vale uti ne Box 
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DAILY LESSON PIA NS 
Twenty Ninth Day 
New Words to be Presented: 
b®ok, story, began, laugh, slower 
New Words in Phrases to be Presented: 
a new book, in a story, began to read, make you laugh, 
slower and slower 
Word Enrichment: 
Words: 
book - What we read 
story - part of a book that tells us something 
began - to start 
laugh - what you do when something is funny 
slower - not to go as fast 
Phrases: 
a new book - new thing to read 
in a story - in a certain part of the book 
began to read - to start to read 
make you laugh - what you do when something is funny 
slower and slower - not to go as fast 
Game: 
Valentine Box 
REVIEW: 
DAILY LESSON PLANS 
Thirtieth Day 
words to be reviewed for the week are mimeographed onto 
paper in a column with a sketch of a building at the top of 
the column. A rectangle is placed in the building to represent 
a window. Upon the window sill rests the top of a ladder 
and on every rung is a word to be reviewed. 
Each child is the fireman. Call each child individually 
to the desk. Starting at the bottom of the ladder, he reads 
his way to the top. The fireman who reaches the top bas his 
name placed en the building. The words or phre.ses missed 
should be re-checked and added to next week's ladder. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR TEACHERS: 
Obje<fl;;i ve: 
The objective of this study is to compare the 
effectiveness of teaching reading vocabulary in isolation 
or in phrases in the middle of the first grade under 
regular classroom procedure. 
The Plan: 
No. 1 Miss Pane 
No. 2 Miss Chace 
No. 3 The writer 
Teachers 
No. 4 Miss McCormack 
No. 5 Miss Smith 
No. 6 Miss Stolnacke 
Teachers No. 1, 2, and 3 will teach the words in 
isolation for the first three weeks while teachers 4, 5, 
and 6 will teach the same words in phrases for the first 
three weeks. Teachers 1, 2, and 3 will teach the new 
words in phrases for the last three weeks while teachers 
4, 5, and 6 will teach the same words in isolation for 
the last three weeks. 
By isolation is meant that the single new word is 
presented alone while in a phrase means that the new word 
is presented in a phrase or group of words. 
Five new words will be taken each day. However, if 
you find that your group can not take five words a day 
you may take a fewer number of words, but all words must 
be taught before the final tests are given. 
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Directions for Teachers: (cont.) 
The experiment will begin when your best group reaches 
the middle of the primer (Unit III). When the second group 
has reached this point, (Unit III in Primer) start experiment 
with them. We will not include the slowest group as it 
will prolong the study for too long. 
A. The teaching procedure will consist of: 
1. Present the five new words each day in ten minute 
periods. Flash cards will be pro~ided for you to use. 
Present the words in this manner: 
a. Show the flash card with the new word or phrase 
on it. 
b. Enrich it fully with meaning. (May use 
suggestions on daily lesson plan sheet) 
c. Let each child frame the word or phrase as they 
say it. 
d. Show the next word or phrase. 
e. Enrich it as in b. 
f. Put the two flash cards on the chalk tray. 
g. Review these two by gi~ing the meaning and 
ha~ing the child go and pick out the word or 
phrase described and show it to the group. Do 
the same for the other word or phrase. 
h. Teach the third word. Enrich it. 
i. Then re~iew the three words or phrases as in g. 
j. Teach the fourth word. Enrich it. 
Directions for Teachers: (cont.) 
k. Review as in g. 
1. Finally teach the fifth word or phrase. 
Enrich it. 
m. Review all five as in g. 
2. During the rest of the reading period you may 
proceed as you usually do. Read the stories as they come 
in the book. Use the work book for review or any other 
method you now use. 
3. Sometime later in the day spend ten minutes playing 
the game suggested for that day. (See daily lesson plan sheet) 
4. once a week each child will be tested individuall~ 
on words presented that week in manner suggested for the 
weekly review. (See daily lesson plan sheet) Give the child 
. 
further help on words missed if possible. 
5. At the end of the first three weeks each child will 
be given a check test in which he circles the word the 
teacher speaks. This test consists of a check on all new 
words presented in the last three weeks. Check sheets 
No. 1, 2, 3 are to be used at the end of the first three 
weeks. Be sure child's name is on each test sheet. 
At this same time the story form check will be 
given. The child will read the story to the teacher 
individually. AS the child reads,the teacher records all 
errors he makes on another copy of the story by making a 
check mark over the words he misses. Be sure child's name 
Directions to Teachers (cont.) 
is on the story check. 
6. The same procedure will be used at the end of the 
last three weeks using check tests No. 4, 5, 6.and the 
story form check on the words covered during the last three 
weeks. 
7. one week after you finish teaching all the words 
and phrases give the final oral story form test for retention. 
Record results by the checking of words missed as you did 
on the other story form tests. 
B. Recording Results: 
Have each child put his name on each test paper. 
Kindly clip your name to the group of papers when you return 
them. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING TEE MULTIPLE CHOICE TESTS 
1. Be sure the child 1 s name is on the test • 
. 
2. The teacher 1 s copy is marked. She reads the 
key word as marked in each box. 
3. The children draw a circle around the word the 
teacher says. The teacher will say the circled 
word in each box. 
4. Begin with the first box on the left and g0 across 
by rows. 
5. Say a word. Then give_ fivE) ~econds for tl:_le 
children to draw a circle around the word. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING THE STORY FORM TESTS 
1. Hold test with child 1 s name on it. Let the child 
use another without a name. 
2. Say 11 I want to see how well you can read. I haV'e 
a new story for you.n Then let him go on reading. 
3. It will be necessary to giV'e only about three 
seconds to respond to any word. At the end of three 
seconds tell him the word and go on. 
4. HaV'e each child read the Whole stor~. 
5. All new words taught are underlined. Check only 
those underlined words which the child misses. 
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CHECK AT END OF FIRST THREE WEEKS 
One day Susan and Jack_~ to play with Jane and Dick. 
susan was happy to go there. She wanted Jane to see her new 
toy animal. It was a rabbit with a funny little white tail. 
It can hop and looked funny. 
Soon Susan said.t nis that a new doll Jane? 11 
- . 
ttrt is my birthday doll, 11 said Jane. 11I like dolls that 
.~. 
can talk. It can say ma-ma 11 • 
nwell, II said Dick. 11 Let us 
~--
go 0Ut and play now. II 
s·o Dick and Jack went out. 
11 See my new red wagon, 11 said Dick. 
ttwe can have fun in your new wagon, tl sa.id Jack. 11 There 
is ~ friend, Tom, going down the street •. Maybe he will 
want to play. Do not bumpinto our friend .. 11 
itDo you know ~ho lives in_ the ne~ house? 11 said Tom. 
"A boy.t Peter, and a girl, Ellen, live in the new house. 
They go to our school, 11 said Dick. 
nno we have time to walk down the street to the new 
house?" said Jack. 
nit looks like rain, 11 said Dick. "First, I must take 
-~ ---
we can walk under it. 11 my umbrella. 
--.-
Dick put up the umbrella. The children went down the 
street. 
"I am a duck, 11 said Tom. 11 My ~is Quack. I can 
splash ~n the rain." 
All the boys and girls laughed at Tom. 
CHECK AT END OF LAST THREE lji/EEKS 
Billy and ~ ~ very bu~y. They were making a bird 
house. They began to work fas~ •. As they worked, they went 
bang. Soon Billy made his house. 
nHurry, Jim. You are poky. You go slower and slower. 11 
-
ni can't hurry," said Jim. 
Then Patty came with a basket. 11 Mother wants you to go 
-.- . ---
to the.store, 11 she said. 11 Here are ~.Pe:9~·tr 
Jim put the p~nni~s in his pocket a?d the_children 
walked dow~ the s~reet. They came to Big Bill. He made a 
car stop for them. 
--
11 Big Bill is a good ~' 11 said Patty. u Once I was lost 
and he found me. n 
The boys found a funny man in the store. 
11 He has a big head, 11 sa~d Jim. 
nwha t funny little feet, 11 said Billy. trWhich way do his 
...,....._ 
feet go? He has spots on his back. Let us buy ~.n 
11 Give the man the pennies,n said Jim. 
11 We must get the things for dinner home;u said Patty. 
After they came back Patty read to Baby in the·. old story 
book. He began to laugh, but he did not go to sleep. 
At last the boys went bac~ to work. 11 I ~t know 
which color to paint the house,n said Billy. 
- . . 
nLet us paint it green, 11 said Jim. Swish. The boys 
painted. 
The next day the boys-went outdoors. They put the house 
up in a tree for the birds. 
~~oston V~Jtersjty 
l:)ch~ol 0.f E,cit:l.ca:~i o:m 
.._ 1.1 erBrv __.-
STORY FOR RETENTION 
11 Let ~go down street,n said Mother one~ to_Peter 
and Ellen. 11 Susan, your friend, has a birthday ~· We can 
buy something for her.n 
"I nrust put away my wagon first,n said Peter. 
n Oh, hurry, 11 said Ellen. 11 You are so poky. 11 
As Mother and the children walked to the store they saw 
Big Bill. 
11~, 11 said Big Bill. rrWhich way do you want to go? 
I will ~ the cars for you. we don't want them to bump 
into you. 11 
11 Thank you, n said Peter. 11 You are our friend. 11 
s·oon they came to the store. There were very pretty 
-. --~~ "'- . 
things in the store. All at once Ellen saw the dolls. She 
looked and looked. There were boy dolls and ~irl dolls·. 
11 I don 1 t know which doll Susan will like, 11 said Ellen. 
-.-.-. 
"Maybe Susan will like this big new doll, 11 said Mother • 
. -~ 
ttit can ~' walk, and say ma-ma. That doll can go to sleep 
too. Her ~ is Patty. 11 
~Ellen said, 11 I have found what I am going to give 
susan this time.n 
~ they looked for something for Peter to give Susan. 
They saw a big basket with five toy animals in it. 
~-.-. 
After that they saw a funny~· -~eter began to laugh. 
The man was making his ~ and feet go. Swish, bang it 
went. The man worked too. He made pennies go into his pocket. 
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STORY FOR RETENTION (cont.) 
Under the man was a ~with a ~ painted green. 
At last_they saw a story. book, a book to color, and 
one to paint. 
"Susan lost one of her story books, 11 said peter. "I 
will take the book for her to read. 11 
"Now we must go home for dinner,n said Mother. 
AS they went outdoors, the rain began to splash on the 
street. 11 
"My old umbrella is at school, 11 said Ellen. 11 I can 1 t 
~---
get rain on the new doll. We must run to that tree.rr 
11 Here comes Tom, Jack, Billy, and Jim with Big Bill in 
__...,.._ -- ... 
a car,TT said Mother. uMaybe we can ride with him. 
Big Bill went slower and slower. 
11 Hop in, 11 said Big Bill. ni am not busy now. I will 
take you back to where you live. 11 
"Thank you, 11 said Mother and the boys and girls as they 
jumped out. "We are happy to have a friend like Big Bill. 11 
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WORDS AND PHRASES FOR REVIEW ON FIF'TH DAY 
toys 
doll 
happy 
so 
out 
there 
well 
that 
must 
soon 
now 
talk 
hop 
new 
all 
into 
ca:roo 
animals 
looked 
bump 
the pretty toys 
a doll that talks 
is not happy 
so he ran 
wants to get out 
there is the house 
well, well 
can talk on that 
we must run 
soon she went 
he is happy now 
I can talk 
hop, hop, hop 
a new toy 
all he wanted 
into the barn 
came for Little Rabbit 
little toy animals 
looked at it 
' bump, bump, bump 
1.08 
WOBDS AND PHRASES FOR REVIEW ON TENTH DAY 
birthday 
maybe 
likes 
ma-ma 
school 
our 
was 
friends 
Tom 
Susan 
tail 
Jack 
am 
boy 
under 
g·irl 
children 
boys 
girls 
happy birthday to you 
maybe you can go 
Jane likes dolls 
ma-ma, ma-ma 
went to school 
is our pet 
it was Dick 
are our friends 
Tom said 
Susan is my friend 
I have a tail 
Jack is my friend 
what am I 
a boy likes Dick 
is under· something 
a girl can play 
the children looked 
boys came to play 
boys and girls can play 
WORDS AND PHRASES FOR REVIEW ON FIFTEENTH DAY 
e day one day a family came 
street on the street 
Peter Peter saw Dick 
take take my boat 
Ellen run and find Ellen 
know did not know 
Vlagon in !-J:?.e wagon 
your is your name 
let let Ellen ride 
name my name is 
put put up our umbrella 
·going is going home 
her let her dolls ride 
first first day at school 
us see us go 
time. what time is it 
'. 
walk I will walk 
splash splash came the rain. 
rain see it rain 
umbrella put something there 
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~w.oRDS AND PHRASES OR REVIEW ON TWENTIETH DAY 
them went with them 
dinner for dinner 
Jim. I will like Jim 
I things put things away 
·~----~~------~----~------r--
Patty is here:_~~--'..--
hurry we must hurry 
then I then we went 
T store in the store 
r· lost we lost 
five five pennies 
pennies I b.a ve pennies 
found found a new f~iend 
buy to buy something 
Bill Big Bill t 
--~r-------~~------------------.--
pocket in her pocket 
which which way to go 
Walked I IT walked and walked 
man a big man 
last at last 
way the way home 
WORDS AND PHRASES FOR REVIEW ON TWENTY -FIFTH_ DAY 
ll..3 
WORDS AND PHRASES FOR REVIEW ON THIRTIETH DAY 
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